Since the economic crisis erupted in Southeast Asia, there has been a tendency towards the revival of East Asian regionalism. Existing regional cooperation, the IMF and other international institutions were not effective in dealing with the crisis. The US also did not pay much attention. Thus crisis-hit countries sought help from major powers in the region. On the other hand, Japan saw the chance to play an important role in assisting these countries. Despite some difficulty, Japan proposed some significant initiatives in responding to the crisis such as the Asian Monetary Fund and the New Miyazawa Initiative. In general, ASEAN welcomed Japan’s initiatives.

This paper analyzes what Japan has done so far to cooperate with the crisis-hit countries cope with the crisis, in spite of its own economic woes. It also analyzes the prospect of East Asian regionalism, what position ASEAN (especially Indonesia) has taken to respond Japan’s initiatives, what would be in the future development of regional cooperation there. Indications will be searched for answering these inquiries. Special focus is paid on ASEAN + 3 since it is now the ‘only’ representative and could go into further East Asian regionalism.
Blukas ir savo pranešimą, tačiau nėra galima suprasti, ką tas susiję su dokumento turinio apibūdinimu.
The text on the page appears to be a mix of partially legible characters and symbols, making it difficult to comprehend the content. It seems to be a page from a document with a significant amount of text, possibly discussing a specific topic, but the text is not clearly readable due to the distortions and symbols present.
ASEAN Plus Three = Peace Plus Prosperity

In an interview with ASEAN Plus Three Equals Peace Plus Prosperity, the writer asked...

The writer asked about the current status of the relationship between the two countries and the impact of the current climate on the relationship. According to Foreign Affairs magazine, the relationship between the two countries is currently in a state of stagnation.
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